About Military Law Citations and the Census

By Anna Von Reitz
They regularly hide the cheese and write different orders on different years so be sure to use the
year cited—- same thing with Army Regs and even Title 50 Citations. One year will be written for
land warfare and the General Population and the next year written for international purposes and
so on.
For example, 50 USC 7 (c) and (e) which is our exemption only shows up in the 2012 version of the
code.
All these regulations work like a ratchet screw driver. We get “grandfathered in” and then they
move on and deal with the actual military issues in subsequent years. That is why when dealing
with military law and regs you must memorize the important parts that pertain to you including
the year issued.
50 USC 7 (c) and (e) of 2012
AR 27 1-161-1 Army Pamphlet 1956 and as updated, “The Law of Peace”.
You will note that the Pentagon is now on Lockdown. The Pentagon is funded and directed by the
Pope’s Municipal United States Government, which is now being liquidated as part of the
bankruptcy of the UNITED STATES, INC.
This 90 day shut down is required to settle the bankruptcy. They had planned to have both major
“government” corporations in bankruptcy at the same time, but that didn’t work out for the
banks. As a result, Nationalist Army forces are in control.
Everyone sit tight and quiet. Be good to each other, help your neighbors if you can, and have a
little faith. Our Army is still our Army, not part of the UN and not an Agency. When you see the
Guys in Green think: Land Forces — and remember who was left in charge under the Lieber Code
(Geneva Conventions) — the Grand Army of the Republic, which we ordered out of the mothballs
five years ago.
You are seeing the Grand Army of the Republic in the field for the first time in 150 years. If that
doesn’t make your spine tingle, nothing will.
The likelihood of seeing UN Troops on American soil under the current scenario is nil, so the black
and white multi-national symbols won't be necessary.
Please bear in mind that the actual government of this country is not under any declaration of
"National Emergency". Mr. Trump was speaking as President of "the" United States of America and
availing himself of funding and various empowerments as Commander-in-Chief but that does not
pertain to our civilian population.

Likewise, although military personnel operating as "U.S. Citizens" may be required to do various
things as a result of their contractual agreements including "lock downs" and drills and curfews
and vaccinations and involuntary quarantines, the people of this country are not under those
obligations.
Compliance or non-compliance with any or all parts of Mr. Trump's edicts for the military are
voluntary and individual, on a case by case and issue by issue basis. We strongly feel that his
advisement to stay calm and stay home to the extent possible should be heeded. We are at peace
and our Army is protecting us, so all is as it should be.
Your basic movements should not be impeded. Grocery stores, drug stores, and other necessary
vendors will stay open. The mail service will continue. The availability of gas and oil and propane
should be good throughout the States. Electrical service should not be restricted and in many
areas will probably not be subject to shut offs due to non-payment. Other measures such as a
moratorium on home mortgages and other issues are being considered.
We have the technology to deliver a knock-out punch to SARS viruses including the CV and it can
be delivered worldwide, so be assured that that will be deployed as expeditiously as possible--- not
as a vaccine.
Our team in Alaska is doing a delivery service so that elderly members of the community get their
groceries and medications delivered to their doors. Having one person do the shopping for four or
five others helps limit the exposure for everyone. Likewise, forming baby-sitting pools so that the
Shoppers can do their work without dragging their kids along to the grocery store helps everyone.
We are getting lots of questions about the census, which, as usual, is obscenely invasive and
designed for profit via data mining. Americans are required to give their name and the number of
people in their household. Nothing more or less.
If you feel like answering other basic questions, such as your age or occupation, that is up to you.
Congress has the responsibility to enumerate the population every ten years, but that is an
extremely limited mandate and does not mean that they can ask what brand of toothpaste you
use.
Remember that you are not any variety of "US" citizen, and are a "non-resident" and "alien" with
respect to the Federal Government, unless you are an actual Federal Employee or Dependent
thereof.
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